**Happy New Year**

The Christmas term was very busy and made all the more challenging with the snow and ice in December. The dedication of Biosciences’ staff in trying to maintain the teaching programme during these difficult times was obvious as only minor disruption was incurred. Now in 2011 we have new challenges to address. The School is preparing itself for the post-Browne era and is gearing up for the Research Excellence Framework (REF), where the quality of our research will be assessed sometime during 2013, with a submission by the end of 2012. Both the teaching reorganisation and REF planning will take dominant roles during the coming 12 months and will help us in strategic vision of ensuring that we provide all our students, both undergraduates and postgraduates, with a research-led training experience that will enhance their opportunities as the next generation of bioscientists.

**Biosciences newsletter**
While On Sabbatical...

Mike Geeves as part of his sabbatical year has been travelling.

Mike spent 2 weeks on a whistle stop tour of the USA during November. First in Boston to visit 3 sets of collaborators: Srba Mikhailov at Harvard School of Public Health to work on a 2 papers developing different approaches for computer models of muscle thin filament regulation. The work has been stalled for about a year and it needed a face-to-face meeting to restart. 2 days later to Boston Biomedical Research Institute to present two seminars and to lead a round table discussion

In September, a team of 5 students (including 3 Bioscience students, Emma Bastow, Sam Godfrey and Caroline Tolley) took part in the Biotech YES competition in Cambridge. The challenge was to come up with a biotech business idea and present a business plan to “investors”. Their idea was the use of Camelid antibodies as diagnostic imaging tool. They were competing against other 11 other Universities in the east of England for a place in the national final. During the 3 days they learnt from many experts how to put together a business plan in order to make a scientific business a success. Unfortunately the team didn’t get through to the national final but learnt so much about the business side of science and made lots of useful contacts. During November the team presented the “business plan” to the University of Kent chancellor, Sir Robert Worcester. This was in collaboration with Enterprise, enabling the team to demonstrate the innovative ideas that students at Kent are actively involved in. Sir Robert was clearly impressed with their presentation, asking lots of questions and also offering advice if the students were to pursue the idea further.

New Post in Stores

Dean Judge has taken over as Supplies Manager in Stores as of January 2011. Ann Codd left the post in December 2010 after 33 years working in the School of Biosciences. We wish Dean well on taking up his new post.

Grants Awarded

December 2010 Dr Tobias awarded £10,185 with CNRS Orsay for exchange of PhD students.

January 2011 Professor Alan Bull £11,986 from the Royal Society for a project ‘Biodiversity and natural products of actinobacteria from hyper-arid desert soils’

Biotech YES (Young Entrepreneur Scheme) Cambridge

In September, a team of 5 students (including 3 Bioscience students, Emma Bastow, Sam Godfrey and Caroline Tolley) took part in the Biotech YES competition in Cambridge. The challenge was to come up with a biotech business idea and present a business plan to ‘investors’. Their idea was the use of Camelid antibodies as diagnostic imaging tool. They were competing against other 11 other Universities in the east of England for a place in the national final. During the 3 days they learnt from many experts how to put together a business plan in order to make a scientific business a success. Unfortunately the team didn’t get through to the national final but learnt so much about the business side of science and made lots of useful contacts. During November the team presented the ‘business plan’ to the University of Kent chancellor, Sir Robert Worcester. This was in collaboration with Enterprise, enabling the team to demonstrate the innovative ideas that students at Kent are actively involved in. Sir Robert was clearly impressed with their presentation, asking lots of questions and also offering advice if the students were to pursue the idea further.

Times Higher Education Awards

In November Alan Bull made a return visit to the Atacama Desert to collect soils as part of a collaborative research project on natural products from extremophilic bacteria. Samples that he collected six years earlier have yielded a surprising diversity of actinomycetes, several of which are producing metabolites having promising therapeutic activities. Alan’s collaborator in Santiago Professor Juan Asenjo invited him for a follow up trip to Yungay, the hyper-arid core of the Atacama that has had no significant rainfall for the past million years. After research discussions and a seminar in Santiago Alan flew to Antofagasta, centre of the copper mining industry and a major portal for the Atacama Desert. His host and guide at the University of Antofagasta was Professor Luis Caceres, a desert enthusiast who established the research base at Yungay. The Yungay, located between the coastal mountains and the Andean cordillera, is massive in scale, diverse in pedology and utterly barren: this is bona fide absolute desert. Travel is possible only by 4-wheel truck and off-track driving at best is exhilarating and not for the timid! Moisture is erratic as early morning dew resulting from the coastal fog. Soil sampling also can be problematic as much of the desert is encrusted with halite, gypsum or nitrate (signs of early saltpetre mining are still evident in parts of the Desert). Temperatures ranged from near 40°C to close to zero which determined when in the day to collect and also honed ones camping skills; however, RH rarely exceed 30% and mostly was very low. Physicochemical analyses are currently being made in Santiago while Alan’s collaborative bacteriology work will begin soon in Professor Mike Goodfellow’s lab at Newcastle.
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